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NBA CEO Adam Silver took office after the former left is not satisfied with conservative results, continue to promote many of Alliance
operating more helpful solutions, which are announced before the 2017-18 season, the League will open the teams in the top left shirt
printed on 2.5 inch X 2.5 inch sponsorship advertising, become the four major North American sports occupation, the first a regular
season Jersey advertising initiative, this system will be piloted in three years, will then assess whether to continue. 
The 
alliance benefits are not our primary task, I believe you can find more complete message in more sports, news platform, and want to
share the prospecting shoe at the same time another message layout is small, we all know that 17-18 season, NBA shirt sponsors
will also be back to Adidas it is reported that Nike Nike, the current logo will appear directly in the game version of the Jersey, which
is slightly different with the previous point, the Hornets will be the exception, according to the ESPN reporter Darren Rovell pointed
out that the boss is Michael Jordan Sherlock, the Hornets will use the trapeze signs, there are those who will have effect the
fermentation is to be observed, but the editorial department would also like to ask a question, then Jordan a brilliant career home
team Chicago Bulls? Whether have the same opportunity to take the same approach as the outcome after two years. 

BREAKING:, Adam, Silver, said, it's, Hornets, will, have, Brand, Jordan, logo, jerseys, in, on,, not, the, Nike, likely, logo, like,, rest, of,
league.

- Darren Rovell (@darrenrovell) April 15, 2016

source: @Darren Rovell

sports brand New Balance launched Winter Sneaker series outdoor feeling boots, shoes and boots to break the barriers of the
design of extended NB 996 meaningful contours, the high tube shoe to more suitable for autumn and winter quarter, the classic suede
shoe body collocation mesh material characterization of winter high texture, combination of leisure and functional, with more
traditional light weight 30% REVlite technology innovation in the end, both let wear type shockproof buffer without losing comfort, to
create light outdoor fashion. 

New Balance MRH996 style boys high drum shoe combines suede and mesh material to build the body of the shoe, black and brown
respectively to imitate the old building of outdoor air, still retains the masculine spirit in the style of a gentleman. 

New Balance WL510 to female exclusive classic unbeaten gray and black color, reflecting the LOGO border lines against simple
panchromatic uppers, simple and elegant style, showing more handsome girl charm, lined with wool shop design not only warm, and
make a perfect interpretation of light outdoor winter boots are well meaning walk in urban tile, even in outdoor cross-country can also
eye-catching comfort. 

New Balance Winter Sneaker series shoes NTD$
New Balance MRH996BT New Balance MRH996BR New Balance Balance WL510BAY New WL510BBK

ESPN senior reporter Darren Rovell earlier than Twitter Nike LeBron James released a lifelong endorsement contract message,
Nike company was founded in 44 years to become a lifetime about athletes, although the official did not disclose the actual amount,
but it is reported that the gross contracts will exceed last year's Nike Kevin Durant continued left a $300 million contract for 10 years.
As soon as the news was released, Dwyane Wade congratulated his brother on the platform of the personal community for a lifetime
contract (and joked that he wanted to borrow some money..XD). 

BREAKING:, Nike, has, signed, LeBron, to, a, lifetime, deal., Largest, single, James, athlete, guarantee,, in, company's, 44-year,
history.

- Darren Rovell (@darrenrovell) December 7, 2015

"it is certain that a lifetime partnership with LeBron will bring significant business value to the brand.". Over the past 12 years, we
have built strong business influence with each other, both in his career and in the years to come, with the potential to continue to grow.
"Nike said in a public statement. 
Although 
Michael Jordan and Nike to some extent there is a lifelong relationship, but this is the first official Nike and its athletes achieve
lifelong endorsement deal, the meaning behind this year just ushered in the 30th anniversary be nothing difficult, in addition to
commemorate the Air Jordan series, LeBron James is now has the largest number of signature shoes athletes algebra, and his



basketball shoes in recent years has been in the top sales list, it is not hard to understand why Nike will provide this paper a lifetime
contract. In addition, according to the report pointed out that both sides in the signing process was also discussed the possibility of
whether the LeBron James an independent personal brand, but now everything is limited to the initial idea, the plan has not yet been
determined, let us wait for further development. 

source: ESPN

want to go out when it rains, handsome have always worried about rain or muddy shoes get dirty, it will take extra effort to restore it,
so many shoes will launch a special waterproof functional style. Recently, Twitter users Calvin Nguyen exposure of the new Nike Sock
Dart, using Water-resistant water leather production uppers, for rainy days to bring a dawn. 

has a lot of shoes are on nano waterproof spray game player as protective shoes, just spray to provide effective protection, but over
a long period of time will need to re fill, protect the convenience or waterproof properties of vamp can bring long long. From the
beginning of winter last year will continue its Nike such as Air Presto, Air Max 90, Air Huarache shoes, Utility series, to enhance the
practical performance, but the Sock Dart is also seen as a new member? Expect further information to be made public. 

source: Calvin Nguyen

LeBron X is a variety of diamond for the design concept, even with jade as the inspiration for the Chinese version also emphasizes
the use of exquisite carving line, but no matter how common these precious gems that is they all have brilliant light, especially the
diamond light refracting edge, there is always a fascinating magic the new LeBron X, which is as a starting point for the birth of new
styles, including shoes, take the lead in all the details of the chromatographic reflects light, and low-key blue gray to make the
comparison, the ankle logo is a beautiful diamond, the overall characteristics and good collocation, and the flagship technology. This
version is certainly one of the styles of LeBron X can not be missed. 

source: KITH

new record was born! Russell Westbrook earlier in the game to win this season's forty-second yuan, the successful creation of
history, has become the largest single season to get the number of Dasanyuan player in NBA history, and finally to a record three
points on the road to help the team win. The Nuggets juesha. 

Russell, Westbrook, makes, the, Tissot, buzzer-beater, for, the, Oklahoma, City, Thunder, #ThisIsYourTime
! 
was released by NBA on April 9, 2017, 

Jordan Brand then also issued a "Big 0" film and a pair of Air Jordan XXXI "Why Not?" the player special edition to commemorate
this historic moment, and to Russell Westbrook and his "Why Not?" salute to the spirit. 

"Russell Westbrook has always been the engine and energy source for the race, and his determination to seize every opportunity can
help his team win.". "Michael," Jordan said. "Great" is the eternal pursuit of Jordan Brand, so it's not hard to understand why Michael
Jordan Russell Westbrook who has inherited and his own spirit, because he also, constantly beyond public expectations. 
" 
Big 0" Stevie Wonder "in the movie" Higher Ground "in the song, Russell Westbrook and the former record holder, legend" O Oscar
Robertson "the glory of the moment to appear alternately, two athletes and their outstanding performance. 

Air Jordan XXXI "Why Not?" to brand representative Air Jordan shoes III classic black color cement, and Russell Westbrook in 2013
through the PE version of Air Jordan XXXI into the design elements, become a special type of shoes designed for Russell
Westbrook build. 

Russell Westbrook exclusive three generation thunder team color matching player edition is this time Air Jordan XXXI color matching
inspiration source. 

Air Jordan XXXI "Why Not"?

Air Jordan XXXI Low "Midnight Navy" in Taiwan in May 26th on a particular shop selling shoes, the price of 5950 yuan, the price of
4500 yuan BG size. Jordan Brand Taiwan has been published in the Facebook store, intends to start prospecting shoe please refer
to the following links in the actual information, selling way and place to store transaction mechanism please announcement, the actual
selling way and the place to store transaction mechanism please announcement. The shoes sold more messages can also be a



reference station listing report. 

Jordan Brand Taiwan

source: Nike

makes shoe makers should have survey found that Adidas Originals recently intensive reproduce Equipment (EQT) series of shoes.
The product line was launched in 1991 and has created many popular models. Today, the Equipment series is still quite
representative. Therefore, in order to commemorate the return series, Adidas Originals filmed a documentary film, visited Tokyo,
Berlin and New York, respectively, from all walks of life presents insights and views for the design of Equipment products. 

source: Kicksonfire
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